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Abstract. Euler diagrams have been used for centuries as a means for
conveying logical statements in a simple, intuitive way. They form the
basis of many diagrammatic notations used to represent set-theoretic
relationships in a wide range of contexts including software modelling,
logical reasoning systems, statistical data representation, database search
queries and file system management. In this paper we survey notations
based on Euler diagrams with particular emphasis on formalization and
the development of software tool support.
Keywords Visual formalisms, diagrammatic reasoning, automated rea-
soning, software specification, information visualization
1 Introduction
Euler diagrams [7] are a simple and familiar visual language for expressing logical
or set-theoretic statements. They exploit topological properties of enclosure,
exclusion and intersection to represent subset, disjoint sets and set intersection
respectively. For example, the Euler diagram d1 in figure 1 asserts that C is a
subset of A and that B and C are disjoint.
An Euler diagram consists of a collection of contours (closed curves, usually
considered to be simple). A zone (sometimes called a minimal region) is a set of
points in the plane that can be described by a two-way partition of the contour
set. For example, in d1 in figure 1, the set of points in the plane inside A and C
but outside B is a zone. Zones in Euler diagrams represent sets and the union
of all the sets represented by the zones in a diagram is the universal set. A
“missing” zone represents the empty set. For example, in d1 in figure 1 the zone
that is inside B and C but outside A is missing and hence no element is in B
and C but not in A. Some semantic interpretations of Euler diagrams specify
that each zone in a diagram represents a non-empty set [44], whereas others do
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Fig. 1. Euler and Venn diagrams
not impose this restriction [27]. A discussion of the semantics of Euler diagrams
can be found in [28].
Venn diagrams [73] are a special case of Euler diagrams. However, instead of
using missing zones to express that a set is empty, shading is used. All possible
set intersections are represented in Venn diagrams. The Venn diagram d2 in
figure 1 represents the same information as the Euler diagram d1 in figure 1. A
survey of work on Venn diagrams can be found at [53].
Given certain well-formedness conditions on Euler diagrams (such as contours
must be simple), there are statements involving set intersections that Euler dia-
grams cannot express, identified in [43, 75], because there is no drawable diagram
with a specified zone set. Venn proposed a constructive method for drawing any
Venn diagram on n contours [74] which More proved to be valid [45].
Work on reasoning about diagrams expressing logical or set-theoretical prop-
erties has a long history, which has been reinvigorated in the last decade. In sem-
inal work, Shin [57] demonstrated that diagrammatic reasoning systems could be
provided with the logical status of sentential systems. Many other diagrammatic
reasoning systems have since been developed and in section 2 we discuss some
of them.
Euler diagrams form the basis of many diagrammatic notations used to rep-
resent set-theoretic relationships in a wide range of contexts including software
modelling, logical reasoning systems, statistical data representation, database
search queries, file system management and representing ontologies. In section 3
we discuss some of these applications. For formal diagrammatic modelling and
reasoning to be taken up in industry, good tool support is essential. In section 4
we review the state of the art in software tool support.
2 Notations
In this section, we consider some of the notations developed from Euler and
Venn diagrams. Reasoning systems have been developed for many of these sys-
tems and in some cases expressiveness results have been obtained. A survey of
reasoning systems based on Euler diagrams can be found at [58].
3Basic Euler diagrams A simple sound, complete and decidable reasoning sys-
tem based on Euler diagrams is given by Hammer in [27]. The system has just
three reasoning rules: the rule of erasure (of a contour), the rule of introduction
of a new contour and the rule of weakening (which introduces a zone).
Projections Further syntax, in the form of dashed contours called projections,
can be added to Euler diagrams (or notations based on Euler diagrams) that
enables them to make statements more concisely in a less cluttered manner [23–
25]. A reasoning system with projections has been developed [38]. A measure
of clutter in Euler diagrams is suggested in [39], in which a clutter reducing
algorithm is presented.
Extensions of Venn diagrams Venn diagrams cannot assert the existence of
elements nor express disjunctive information. To overcome this, Peirce modified
Venn diagrams by introducing the symbol x into the system to represent the
existence of an element in a set and o to represent emptiness instead of shad-
ing [49]. Peirce also uses lines to connect x’s and o’s, to represent disjunctive
information.
Shin [57] adapted Venn-Peirce diagrams by reverting back to Venn’s shading
to represent the emptiness of a set rather than using o-sequences, making her
Venn-I language less expressive than the Venn-Peirce language. The Venn-I dia-
gram d1 in figure 2 asserts that there is an element that is a student or a teacher
but not both, and the set of Teachers is empty. Shin defines six sound reason-
ing rules for Venn-I and proves completeness. Venn-I cannot express statements
of the form A ⊆ B ∨ A * C, so Shin extends it to a more expressive system,
called Venn-II, by allowing Venn-I diagrams to be connected by straight lines
to represent disjunction. Shin defines ten reasoning rules for Venn-II and shows
that they form a sound and complete set. The Venn-II system is equivalent to
monadic first order logic (without equality) [57]. Recently the Venn-II system
has been extended to include constants [1].
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Fig. 2. Venn-I, Euler/Venn and spider diagrams
Euler/Venn Diagrams Euler/Venn diagrams [66] are similar to Venn-I dia-
grams but are based on Euler diagrams rather than Venn diagrams, and constant
sequences are used instead of ⊗-sequences. The Euler/Venn diagram d2 in fig-
ure 2 asserts that bob is a student or a teacher but not both and that there are
4no teachers. In [66], Swoboda gives a set of sound reasoning rules for Euler/Venn
diagrams. These rules are extensions of those given by Shin and Hammer [27,
57]. In [69] Swoboda and Allwein give an algorithm that determines if a given
Euler/Venn monadic first order formula is ‘observable’ from a given diagram[70].
Information is observable from a diagram if it is explicitly represented in the di-
agram. Observable formulae are consequence of the information contained in the
diagram.
Spider diagrams Euler diagrams form the basis of spider diagrams [21, 32,
34, 35, 37]. Spiders are used to represent the existence of elements and distinct
spiders represent the existence of distinct elements. Thus spider diagrams allow
finite lower bounds to be placed on the cardinalities of sets. In a shaded region,
all of the elements are represented by spiders. So shading, together with spiders,
allows finite upper bounds to be placed on the cardinalities of the sets. The
spider diagram d3 in figure 2 asserts that there is an element that is a student
or a teacher but not both, and there are no other teachers.
The expressiveness of spider diagrams has been determined to be equivalent
to that of monadic first order logic with equality (MFOLe) [61, 65]. To show this
equivalence in one direction, for each diagram a semantically equivalent MFOLe
sentence is constructed. For the significantly more challenging converse it can
be shown that for any MFOL sentence S there exists a finite set of models that
can be used to classify all the models for S. Using these classifying models,
a diagram expressing the same information as S can be constructed. Spider
diagrams are, therefore, more expressive than Shin’s Venn-II system which is
equivalent to monadic first order logic (without equality) [57]. Augmenting the
spider diagram language with constants does not increase expressiveness [62].
Several sound, complete and decidable reasoning systems [31–33, 37] have
been developed for spider diagrams. The strategy for proving soundness is straight-
forward: individual reasoning rules are proved to be valid and then a simple
induction argument shows that the application of any finite sequence of rules is
valid; however, proving that individual rules are valid is, in some cases, hard.
The proof strategy for completeness is to convert the premise and conclusion
diagrams to a normal form and then reason about that normal form. This proof
strategy can be used for other reasoning systems based on Euler diagrams. An
algorithm can be easily extracted from the completeness proof to prove the de-
cidability of the proof.
Constraint diagrams Constraint diagrams [20, 22, 40] extend spider diagrams
by incorporating additional syntax to represent relations and explicit universal
quantification. Figure 3 shows an example of a constraint diagram [36], from
which one can infer that “a member cannot both rent and reserve the same
title”.
Constraint diagrams have been formalized [10]. The semantics are defined by
translating them into first order predicate logic (FOPL) sentences. Constraint
diagrams contain explicit existential quantification and universal quantification;
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Fig. 3. Modelling with Constraint diagrams
it is not always possible to determine the order in which to read the quantifiers,
sometimes rendering a diagram ambiguous. This ordering problem was solved
by augmenting the language with reading trees, essentially a partial order on the
quantifiers, to disambiguate the diagrams [9, 10]. The tree provide additional
information that is essential for the construction of the FOPL sentence deter-
mining where the brackets are placed and, in conjunction with the diagram, the
scope of the quantifiers. Figure 4 shows two augmented diagrams with the two
interpretations: “For each teacher there is a student who attends only courses
taught by that teacher” and “There is a student who attends only courses taught
by all teachers”, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Augmented constraint diagrams
A constraint diagram may have many reading trees, which can be automati-
cally generated [11]. A set of sound rules for constraint diagrams augmented with
reading trees has been developed [8] and a default reading has been proposed [12]
and tested [13].
Two sound, complete and decidable fragments of the constraint diagram lan-
guage have been defined [59, 60]. The diagrams in these fragments do not require
reading trees, but still include arrows (representing two-place predicates) and one
of them includes explicit universal quantification [59]. Some of the reasoning rules
for these two systems extend those defined for spider diagrams and additional
rules are also defined to give complete systems. The proofs of completeness for
these systems are complex.
Hybrid systems A hybrid language, called visual first order logic (VFOL),
which mixes textual and diagrammatic notations, has been defined [64]. VFOL
6modifies the constraint diagram language. A sound and complete reasoning sys-
tem for VFOL has been developed and the language has been shown to be
equivalent in expressive power to FOPL. There is an algorithmic method for
converting a statement made in VFOL into a statement made in FOPL and
vice versa. This algorithm can be used to provide a sound and complete hybrid
system based on VFOL and FOPL.
Swoboda and Allwein have developed a heterogeneous Euler/Venn diagram
and first order logic reasoning system [67, 68].
Abstract syntax In reasoning systems based on spider diagrams and constraint
diagrams a distinction is made between the concrete syntax (the drawn dia-
grams) and the abstract syntax (a mathematical abstraction of concrete dia-
grams) [30]; this distinction is not evident in purely textual logics. Reasoning
takes place at the abstract level; a motivation for this is that well-formedness
conditions may cause problems with the applications of some of the rules at the
concrete level; see [56] for an example of this from Shin’s Venn II system. Using
an abstract syntax brings with it, importantly, a level of precision and rigour
that is not always present in diagrammatic systems.
3 Applications
In this section we discuss applications in the following areas: software modelling,
visualizing genetic set relations, statistical data representation, database search
queries, file system management, hardware specification and representing on-
tologies.
Software modelling The standard notation for modelling software systems is
the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [47]. Diagrammatic notations pervade
the UML. Some of these notations are based on Euler diagrams such as Class
diagrams and State diagrams. The principal tool for the UML modeller to add
constraints to a model is the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [76]. How-
ever, OCL is a fusion of navigation expressions and traditional logical notation,
rendered in textual form. Constraint diagrams were designed to be a formal di-
agrammatic alternative to the OCL and can also be used to specify software
systems independently of the UML. In [36] a case study is developed which uses
a schema notation, developed from a Z -like notation [54, 55], to specify opera-
tions. Constraint diagrams are used within this schema notation, showing that
they can handle dynamic constraints. An event (a state-changing operation) is
specified in terms of a pre-condition (above the double line) and a post-condition
(below the double line). The following schema specifies the addition of a new
member m with associated information i:
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The pre-condition ensures that argument i has type I, and that argument m
has type M and is not in Memb (is not already a member). The semi-colon is
a separator; the two diagrams in the pre-condition are conjoined. In the post-
condition, dashed names denote entities that are changed. The post-condition
ensures that m is now in Memb and has associated information i.
Statistical data representation To enable the visualization of statistical data,
area-proportional Venn or Euler diagrams [2, 3] may be used, where the area of
a region is proportional to the size of the set it represents. Figure 5 shows two
Venn diagrams representing weighted data sets, where the right hand diagram
is area proportional.
Fig. 5. Statistical Data representations
Visualizing genetic set relations The diagram in figure 6 shows an Euler
diagram with a large number of curves being used to visualize complex genetic
set relations [41].
Database search queries figure 7 shows two Euler diagrams being used in
library environments [71]. The diagram on the left uses numbers to indicate the
cardinality of each set, including 0 to represent emptiness. The diagram on the
right uses “missing” zones to represent empty categories, and allows the curves
to be concurrent. This application is based on theoretical work in [75], where an
8Fig. 6. Visualizing genetic set relations
Fig. 7. Traditional Library Environments
existence proof of the drawability of (a slight variant of) any Euler diagram rep-
resenting less than nine sets is given; an example of an undrawable diagram on
nine sets is also presented. This is an extension of work by Lemon and Pratt [44]
and is based on Kuratowski’s theorem for planar graphs [42].
File system management Euler diagrams have been used to represent non-
hierarchical directories, replacing the traditional hierarchical structure of file-
systems with an Euler diagram based approach [5, 6]. An example from the
VENNFS system may be seen in figure 8, where the dots placed within a region
of overlap of the contours represent files that are in more than one directory.
Hardware specification Spider diagrams have been used in the specification of
boiler systems [4]; an example related to the safety of power supply components
can be seen in figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Safety critical boiler systems
Ontology representation Euler-based diagrams have been used to represent
ontologies in semantic web applications [50, 29]. Figure 10 shows an example
representing specified values in OWL, theWeb Ontology Language. This diagram
is a variant of a constraint diagram. Another example can be seen in figure 11
from a new environment COE, the Collaborative Ontology Environment, for
capturing and formally representing expert knowledge for use in the Semantic
Web [29].
4 Software Tools
An open source tool for drawing and manipulating Euler diagrams and their
extensions can be downloaded from SourceForge.net and at [51]. The editor pro-
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Fig. 11. Collaborative Ontology Environment example
vides diagram drawing facilities such as editing, cut and paste, and zooming
functionality. Diagrams can be laid out automatically and stored in XML for-
mat. Associated software tools produced include diagrammatic theorem provers,
translators and automatic diagram generators.
Users can access the reasoning functionality from the editor. The interface
provides access to theorem provers and allows users to write their own proofs.
Tableaux [48] give users a way of visualizing the meaning of a particular dia-
gram, by showing the ways that a diagram can be satisfied. In particular tableaux
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provide decision procedures for diagram satisfiability and validity. In order to
support this varied functionality the software provides sophisticated support for
representing and modifying both abstract diagrams (without layout informa-
tion) and concrete diagrams (with layout information). In addition, translations
between diagrammatic and textual representations have been implemented.
The layout of diagrams is of fundamental importance to diagrammatic rea-
soning systems. Their automatic layout poses several non-trivial challenges. For
example, the problem of automatically generating concrete Euler diagrams from
abstract descriptions is hard. Algorithm exist to generate concrete diagrams
subject to some well-formedness conditions [14, 3]. The mechanisms have been
integrated to produce an enhanced diagram generation framework [51, 72]. The
theory developed on nested diagrams [15] has been integrated into this frame-
work.
Automatically generated Euler diagrams are typically not very readable and
can be visually unattractive. A function has been implemented to make the dia-
grams more usable by modifying their layout, whilst maintaining their abstract
syntax [18]. Further work introduced a force based method for laying out graphs
in Euler diagrams [46], enabling the drawing of spider and constraint diagrams.
Furthermore, a key application of the layout work is to visualize sequences of
diagrams, such as proofs. For this application (and others), it is desirable to
make subsequent diagrams look as similar as possible to previous diagrams. A
mechanism to achieve this has been implemented [52].
Gil and Sorkin have also developed an effective but slightly limited editor for
drawing and manipulating constraint diagrams [26].
Automated theorem proving An automated theorem prover has been im-
plemented and evaluated that uses four different Euler diagram reasoning sys-
tems [63]. It uses heuristics to guide it through the search space to find shortest
proofs. The theorem prover has been empirically evaluated in terms of time taken
to find a shortest proof, using each of the four rule sets. The conclusion from this
evaluation is that in order to find a shortest proof most quickly, the rule set used
is dependent on the proof task [63]. This work on automated reasoning lays the
foundations for efficient proof searches to be conducted in many diagrammatic
systems.
For spider diagrams, a direct proof writing algorithm can be extracted from
the completeness proof strategy given in [37]. An improved version of this algo-
rithm includes functionality to produce counter examples whenever there is no
proof [19]. The proofs produced by this algorithm can sometimes be unnecessar-
ily long. In [17] the A∗ search algorithm is utilized to produce shortest proofs in
a fragment of the spider diagram language and the work has been extended to
the full spider diagram language [16].
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5 Conclusion
This paper has reviewed and discussed some of the notations based on Euler dia-
grams that have been developed recently. Whilst we have not given an exhaustive
review, due to space constraints, we have presented an informative overview of
current Euler diagrams research. We have concentrated on notations that have
been formalized and tried to give a flavour of the applications of these notations
which include data representation and database search queries. A growing appli-
cation area which will become increasingly important is the application of Euler
diagrams to visualize information in the context of the semantic web, including
OWL and description logic.
Euler diagram based modelling notations have been developed that are suf-
ficiently expressive to be used in software specification on an industrial scale.
The development of good software tools, some of which has been described in
this paper, is a major advance towards providing sufficient support for the use
of these notations in industry.
Research into Euler diagram based notations could be beneficial in other
areas. For example, the investigation of decidable fragments of the constraint
diagram notation may well deliver previously unknown decidable fragments of
first order predicate logic, because “natural” fragments of the diagrammatic no-
tation may not coincide with “natural” fragments of traditional logic.
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